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Method and apparatus for induced nuclear beta decay.



@ Certain I nuclear beta decay transitions, normally inhibited by angular momentum or parity considerations can be induced to occur by the application of an electromagnetic field. The energy released by these induced nuclear transitions is useful for the controlled production of power. These induced beta decay transitions are also useful to reduce the halflives of long-lived fission product wastes from nuclear fission power plants. Theoretical results are given for induced beta decay halflives as a function of the F intensity of the applied field. The nuclides that can be treated in this way are all those found in Nature which are potentially useful energy sources. as well as 90Sr and '37Cs--the most radioactive of fission wastes. It is shown @ that electromagnetic fields of the type and intensity required to achieve useful power production andlor fission waste O) disposal can be produced in a practical way.
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JENNINGS & EVERY 53-64 Chancery Lane, London WC2A IHN (GB)



University Patents Inc MEMOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMXTCEO NUQ;FAR B m DECAY T h i s invention relates to a method and apparatus for



inducing nuclear beta decay transitions that are mrrrally inhibiked by ancpJ.ar m%nentmor parity considerations. 5
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According to one aspect of this invention a method of inducing nuclear beta decay transitions amprises pmviding a



W u m which includes atamic nuclei that have forbidden beta decay transitions in r h i & the initial and final nuclear states do not have the sane intrinsic pairty o r have total angular nrmmta which differ by mre than one quantum unit of angular rmnmtum, and applying to the medium an eledzmmgnetic field which has an intensity sufficient t o prcrtride the angular nnwntum or intrinsic parity necessary to werccarse the forbiddenness of the beta decay transitions of the a W c nuclei, thereby to induce the beta decay transitions, According to another aspect of this itmentian an apparatus for inducing beta decay transitions caprises a m&im which includes atat6c nuclei that have forbidden beta decay transitions in which the initial and final nuclear states do not have the sarre intrinsic parity o r ?mmtotal angular mmenta w h i c h differ by m r e than me quantum unit of angular n m e n t u m , f i e l d producing



~ans for producing an electrmagnetic field in the medium and mans for energising the field producing mans t o e s t a b m the field a t an intensity sufficient to provide the 25



30



angular rrrnnentum o r intrinsic parity necessary to weraxw the forbiddenness of the beta decay transitions of the atcanic nuclei. The energy released in these induced nuclear transitions is useful. for the contmlled productian of m. The induced beta decay transitions are also useful to reduce the halflives of long-liwd fission product wastes £rum amventional nuclear fission power plants. The background leading to this invention, theoretical predictions and practical -1s will m be described and



I. A.



BACKGROUND AND FOUNDATIONS OF THE INVENTION



~ntroductionand Prior Art.



There is little history of work on causing changes in the rates of beta radioactivity. The common understanding is that it is an immutable natural process. There are two theoretical treatments of the influence on beta decay of extremely intense constant magnetic fields.-" These studies conclude that there would be essentially no effects for fields up to about 10126, but above about 1 0 1 3 ~beta decay rates would be increased noticeably. The problem is that the largest field that can be produced in the 6 laboratory at present is about 10 G. The work just cited is of interest in an astrophysical context. Another astrophysical treatment of beta decay modification treats photon effects on beta decay in a stellar interior. The mechanism is one in which the photon produces a virtual electron-positron pair, with the positron being absorbed by the nucleus in lieu of beta-particle The process can become of importance at ernission.2' temperatures of the order of lo8 K. The present invention involves induced emission from a certain type of metastable nuclear state. There is precedent for this in atomic physics. The 2s state of the hydrogen atom is metastable; but it can be induced to decay to the Is ground state by a nonresonant electromagnetic field. The emission occurs with at least one photon of inducing field type, plus another photon carrying the remaining The energy of the 2s-1s energy level difference. 3 1 theory for this process was given by Zernik-



.



for a first order process in the inducing field. The theory of arbitrarily high order processes involving a field has also been low frequency inducing developed.- r51 Experimental verification of the lowest order induced process in hydrogen has been This invention is conceptually accomplished.-61 closely akin to this atomic work in that an externally applied electromagnetic field permits a relaxation of the conservation conditions that cause the metastability of the system with no field present. It differs from the atomic analogue in that the metastable state is nuclear, rather than atomic; the metastability is against emission of beta particles and neutrinos, rather than photons; and the emitted radiation therefore consists of a mixture of beta particles, neutrinos, and photons, rather than photons only. -



B.



Qualitative Effects of the Applied Field.



The present invention relates to the production of nuclear energy by the process of induced beta radioactivity. (One could use the words "stimulated" However, the or "accelerated" rather than " induced. word "stimulated" is suggestive of laser physics, where the stimulating radiation is resonant with an atomic or molecular transition, so that the stimulated radiation and stimulating radiation are of the same
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type The word "accelerated" might be more acceptable, although it seems inappropriate in those cases where the nuclear species in question exhibits no radioactivity at a11 when not subjected to inducing radiation. ) A number of nuclear species exist having real or potential beta decay transitions classed as "forbidden." The term "forbidden" is used in beta
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decay physics, not as an absolute term, but to indicate that the transition is strongly inhibited. Such species therefore have very long halflives. It is the basic purpose and objective of the present invention to induce the beta decay of such species so as to materially reduce their halflives. With nuclides which normally exhibit beta decay, this would lead to an increased rate of release of energy. In like fashion, those nuclides which only have a potential beta decay can be induced to release that energy. In either case, these species would be useful fuel for the controlled production of power. In addition, since certain radioactive by-products or wastes of nuclear fission power plants have long halflives because of their property of beta decay forbiddenness, the present inveneion, when applied to these materials, would afford the advantage of rapidly converting such wastes to nonradioactive species. At the same time, useful energy could be extracted therefrom. It is recognized in nuclear physics that beta decay transitions are unimpeded when the initial and final nuclear states have the same intrinsic parity and have total angular momenta which are either the same or differ by one quantum unit of angular momentum. These beta decays are categorized as "allowed." On the other hand, beta decay transitions are inhibited when the initial and final nuclear states either do not have the same intrinsic parity, or have total angular momenta which differ by more than one quantum unit of angular momentum. These beta



decays are categorized as "forbidden." Forbiddenness has a very strong influence on the observed halflife. For example, strontium-90 (one of the wastes of nuclear fission power plants) has a halflife for beta 5 decay of 28.6 years, because the initial and final nuclear states have an angular momentum difference of two units, and have opposite parity. By contrast, strontium-92 beta decays with a halflife of only 2.7 hours. The two nuclei have very similar nuclear 10 parameters for beta decay, the primary difference being that an allowed decay exists for strontium-92, but not for strontium-90. The degree of forbiddenness varies for different nuclides. Whereas strontium-90 represents a type of "first forbidden" decay, 15 calcium-48 is an example of a "fourth forbidden" decay. In fact, calcium-48 is not observed ever to undergo beta decay, even though it is possible by every conservation rule other than angular momentum. Other nuclei with parameters similar to those for 20 calcium-48, but with an allowed beta decay open to them, have beta decay halflives of the order of forty days. In accordance with the present invention, forbidden beta decay transitions are rendered allowed. 25 This result is accomplished by employing an externally applied electromagnetic field to serve as a reservoir of angular momentum and parity to remove forbiddenness from the beta decay. The necessity for having an the beta decay in electromagnetic interaction i 30 addition to the usual beta decay interaction invokes a
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penalty in the halflife expected. That is, the halflife for a beta decay induced by an electromagnetic field can never be as short as the halflife for an otherwise comparable allowed transition. Nevertheless, the halflife shortening possible through the intercession of an electromagnetic field in a forbidden decay can be very striking. To explain how an applied electromagnetic field can remove forbiddenness from beta decay, it is convenient to introduce the concept of photons. (A photon is the basic elementary particle of the electromagnetic field. The fields considered here are coherent fields involving a superposition of different types of photons, so a photon representation is not suitable for practical calcuJation. Nevertheless, the photon provides a simple conceptual notion of how forbiddenness is removed.) Each photon of the electromagnetic field carries one quantum unit of angular momentum, and has negative intrinsic parity. (In the language of elementary particle physics, the photon is a pseudovector particle.) The angular momentum and parity of a photon are independent of the energy carried by the photon, and since there are no critical energy or momentum conservation conditions which the photon must satisfy, the choice of the frequency of the applied electromagnetic field is largely determined by practicalcsabout the best wag to achieve certain values of an interaction strength parameter to be discussed below. a
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An illustration of the principle involved is provided by the beta decay of 'OS~. The decay scheme 7 / for this is.



5 The superscript on and on its daughter nucleus (yttrium-90) indicate the total number of nucleons in the nucleus. The left subscript shows the number of protons, and the right subscript gives the number of neutrons. Thus the beta decay of to 10 involves the conversion of one of the neutrons in 'OS~ into a proton, thus causing a transmutation from strontium to yttrium. (The further decay of 'OY into the stable nuclide zirconium -90 is not shown here, since it is not needed for this discussion.) The 1 5 horizontal lines show the energy levels of the nuclei. The O+ at the left of the line means that this ground-state energy level of has zero angular momentum and positive parity. The 2 - shown for 'OY signifies two units of angular momentum, and negative 20 parity. The opposite parities of the states, and the need for a change in angular momentum of two units,



accounts for the 28.6-year halflife of 'Osr. In the presence of an applied electromagnetic field, the initial state ( 90Sr) or final state ( 90Y) can be thought of as emitting or absorbing a photon, with a 5 resulting change in angular momentum and parity, For example, the ground state of in the electromagnetic field would have a 1- component, so that the beta decay could proceed with a change of only one unit of angular momentum and no parity 10 change, which is an allowed beta transition. An energy level diagram for this is



where the straight diagonal lines represent beta transitions, and the wavy lines represent photon 15 absorption or emission. The amount of energy represented by the photon is greatly exaggerated in this diagram. On the scale of energy set by the difference between the 9 0 ~ rand ground states, a photon of the applied field contributes essentially 20 zero energy. The result of this interaction with the electromzgnetic field is to enhance the transition rate due to removal of forbiddenness from the beta
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decay, while accepting some penalty in the total transition rate due to the introduction of an A interaction with the electromagnetic field. significant overall increase in the transition rate achieved by application of the electromagnetic field in accordance with the present invention, has practical importance from at least two points of view. One is achieving useful power production from the beta decay of materials which are long-lived when not induced to decay; and the other is achieving relief from a major aspect of.the problem of disposal of radioactive wastes arising from nuclear fission power. C. Illustrative Invention Applies.
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the



practice of the present invention will now be considered, and these will be discussed under two principal headings: those nuclides, found in Nature, most promising fcr power production; and the beta-active fission products which present the major burden of radioactive .waste disposal, and which could also contribute to power production. Naturally Occurring Nuclides.



The nuclear species relevant to this category are 4 0 ~ (potassium-40), 48~a (calcium-48), 5 0 ~ (vanadium-50), 87~b (rubidium-87), 96~r (zirconium-96), 'l3cd (cadmium-113), and 115~n (indium-115) (Other beta decay species found in .. Nature--1 2 3 ~ e ,1 3 * ~ a ,1 7 6 ~ u ,1 8 0 ~ a ,lg7~e--willnot be mentioned further, because of small abundance and/or low decay energy). A striking feature cominon to all



.
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Species



Some of the nuclear species most useful in the
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Nuclear
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these nuclides is their very long halflives. The shortest lifetime in the list is possessed by 4 0 ~ , whose 1.277 x 109-yearz' halflife is about 1/4 the age of the Earth. The halflife of 8 7 ~ b ,4.80 x 1010 years,)' is more than ten times the age of the Earth. The other nuclei bracket the threshold of detectability l151n is listed at 4.41 x 1014 years lo/ The decay of '13cd (halflife 9.3 x 1015 years-11/) was detected for the first time only 48ca, 5 0 ~and 9 6 ~ rhave never been recently.-12/ observed to decay, even though it is possible in principle, and nuclear data compilations give only a lower limit for their halflives. A feature of those materials which decay in a single stage of beta emission is related to the safety of power reactors with such fuels. The enhanced beta activity of the fuel requires the establishment of precisely the correct conditions within the reactor. If the reactor malfunctions, the beta decay enhancement is interrupted, and the fuel immediately reverts to the near-zero radioactivity of its normal state. There is no possibility of a runaway reaction. Furthermore, there is neither induced nor residual radioactivity to deal with upon shutdown. Even if some mechanical accident should breach the integrity of the reactor, any fuel or waste products which might escape are as innocuous as the original charge of fuel. The situation is not quite as straightforward
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with 4 8 ~ aand 9 6 ~ r which experience a spontaneous beta decay following the induced decay. However, since the
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spontaneous decays have halflives of the order of one or two days, do not induce further activity, and emit nothing gaseous, hazards associated with an accident are minimal. Several weeks delay after an accident would be necessary to permit the activity to disappear.



Some of the nuclides considered here experience 10 only beta decay, with no.associated gamma emission. A feature of such a pure beta decay energy source is the prospect of direct generation of electrical energy. Essentially all of the energy in a pure beta decay appears in the charged beta particle, and in a neutral 15 neutrino or antineutrino (with a trivial amount appearing in nuclear recoil). The neutrino energy is irretrievably lost, but if the kinetic energy of the beta particle is used to carry it to a collector separate from the fuel, the consequence is a 20 separation of charge. This separation of charge creates an electric potential difference which can cause electrical current to flow.
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The beta decay properties of 4 0 ~will now be ~ all the discussed. The natural decay of 4 0 exhibits types of beta activity. Its beta decay can be



represented by the following energy level diagram, adapted from Endt and Van der Leun.-8 /



The horizontal line for 4 0 is ~ the ground state, The line slanting down with a spin and parity of 4-. to the right signifies a 8- decay to the 0+ ground state of 4 0 ~ a(calcium-40). This decay arises from into a the conversion of one of the neutrons in 4 0 ~ proton, which is the reaction n + p + e-+ 3 The three emergent particles from the reaction are the proton, electron (or Bparticle) and the antineutrino, v The antineutrino has such infinitesimally small probability of interaction with anything, that its primary importance in practical application is that it carries away, and thus uwastes,n about half of the energy released in the beta decay. The 1.312 MeV of kinetic energy shown in
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the diagram for the 6- decay thus over states, by a factor of about two, the average energy retrievable from the process. The 4- to '0 transition is called "unique third forbidden." The line in the 4 0 ~ level diagram slanting down to the left represents the capture of an atomic electron by the nucleus, leading to the first excited state of 4 0 ~ r(argon-40). This EC (electron capture) is equivalent to the conversion of one of the protons in 4 0 into ~ a neutron, or



The reaction is placed in quotation marks to emphasize the fact that such a reaction is energetically impossible with free protons and electrons, but can become possible within an appropriate nucleus. The syrnbolv on the right hand side is a neutrino, the antiparticle of the antineutrino of 8- decay. The 4to 2+ transition, "unique first forbidden," would be the dominant decay mode of 4 0 ~since it is so much + less forbidden than 4- to 0 , were it not for the very small transition energy involved in the EC decay--only 44 keV as compared to 1312 keV for 8These opposite trends give the result that 89.33% of the natural decays occur by 6- and 10.67% by EC. Since the EC process leads to an excited state of 4 0 ~ r ,it is followed quickly by the emission of a 1.46 MeV gamma ray as the newly-formed argon goes into its ground state. The last decay mode shown on the diagram is + f3 decay, which is equivalent to
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Again, the quotation marks are a reminder that this reaction is not energetically possible for a free proton, but it can occur in certain nuclei. The line in the diagram showing f3+ decay has a vertical 5 portion followed by a slanted part. The vertical line is an indicator of an energy equal to the combined rest mass energies of an electron and a positron (totaling 1.022 MeV) which enters into the energy balance for f3+ decay. Thus the energy available to 10 the positron and neutrino amounts to 1505 keV less 1022 keV, or only 483 keV. This accounts for the fact that a @ + transition to the first excited state of 4 0 ~ ris not possible. It is also most of the reason why the f3+ decay of 4 0 ~is so strongly dominated by - decay, even though both are 4- to O+ 15 the B transitions. (There are other reasons having to do with details of nuclear structure.)



20



4 8 ~ apresents new features. It appears to be decay is energetically entirely stable, but f3possible if a large angular momentum forbiddenness is overcome. If decay is induced by an electromagnetic field, the daughter nucleus is radioactive with both 8- (allowed) and gamma emissions. For further explanation, the energy level diagram



(potential) daughter (scandium-48) is useful:-1 3 /



of



4 8 ~ a and



its



nucleus



48~c



No beta transition is actually observed from 4 8 ~ a ,but its ground state is 281 keV above the ground state of 48~c. The two most probable beta decays shown for 4 8 ~ care allowed, so 4 8 ~ chas a halflife of only 43.7 hours. Since the only levels in 4 8 ~ iavailable for allowed transitions from 4 8 ~ c are well above the ground state, the beta decay of 4 8 ~ cis accompanied by gamma ray emissions of 175 keV (7.5%), 1212 keV (Z.4%), 1037 keV (97.5%), 1312 keV (loo%), and 984 keV (100%). These gamma ray transitions are shown by the vertical lines in the 4 8 ~ idiagram. The overall energy difference between the ground states of 4 8 ~ c and 4 8 ~ iis 3.990 MeV. Thus, although the potential beta decay of 4 8 ~ a itself is not particularly energetic, the end result of such a decay, when induced, is the release of a reliatively large amount of beta and gamma ray energy. The other nuclei under this heading will be discussed more succinctly than were 4 0 and ~ 48~a. The next heavier candidate, 50V,-14/ is interesting because -it appears to be totally stable in Nature, and because it is the only case to be listed here in which potential 8+ activity is as significant as 8-. Rubidium-87is interesting because of its comparatively large isotopic abundance (27.85%), and its relatively great importance in terms of energy resources. Zirconium-96-15' is very - similar in nature to 48~a. 9 6 ~ ris apparently non-radioactive, with the beta-active '%?b (niobium-96) as its daughter nucleus if decay is induced. 9 6 ~ bdecays to excited states of 96~0 (molybedenum-96) The nearly stable nuclide Cd-11' has a higher degree of forbiddenness than 8 7 ~ b ,and slightly more available transition energy. The isotopic abundance
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of 'I3cd is 12.26%, but it is less widely distributed in Nature than 87Rb. 115In-lo/ has the same Eorbiddenness in Finally, its beta decay as '13cd, a more energetic 6 decay, but nearly as long a lifetime. Natural indium is largely



1 1 5 ~ n(95.7%). 2.



Fission Products.



The second group of nuclides to be examined is the fission products which arise from the breakup of the fissionable fuel in nuclear reactors. A great many different fission products occur, but they all share the property of being neutron-rich when they are created, and so they exhibit 8 - decay. By far the most important beta decay nuclei from the standpoint of fission reactor waste disposal are (strontium-90) and 1 3 7 ~ s (cesium-137). For the and 1 3 7 ~ s first 700 years or so of natural decay, comprise virtually the entire burden of fission waste radioactivity.-16/ The reason for this arises only in part from the fact that they are among the most likely in occurrence in the probability distribution of fission products. More important is that their beta decays have a moderate degree of forbiddenness. The nuclei with allowed beta transitions decay with sufficient rapidity that their radioactivity is significantly depleted during the first year or so of waiting time after spent fuel rods are removed from the reactor. Nuclei with highly forbidden beta transitions decay so slowly as to moderate the level of radioactivity they present, although their persistence is thereby increased. However, and 1 3 7 ~ sboth have "unique first forbidden" beta decays (angular momentum change of two, and change of parity)
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which give them halflives of the order of thirty years. This makes temporary storage of little use, and yet the levels of activity are high. It is also a particularly obnoxious halflife in terms of health hazards, since thirty years is the order of magnitude of a human lifetime. in particular becomes incorporated in bone when ingested, where it continues to damage the host organism. The biological halflife (L.e. - , the halflife for retention in humans) of 'OS~ is 49 years in bone and 36 years on a whole body basis 17/ The decay of 9 0 ~ ris to g o ~(yttrium-go), which, in turn, has a first-forbidden, but more energetic decay to the stable, 2 ' ' nuc1eus.l' Application of an appropriate external field would accelerate both 9 0 ~ r and decays, but the decay always remains the controlling factor. In the case of 1 3 7 ~ s ,decay is directly to a beta The natural stable nucleus, 1 3 7 ~ a(barium-137) 18' decay is 94.7% to the excited 11/2- state of 137~a, which is followed by emission of a 662 keV gamma ray. Decay directly to the groundstate of 1 3 7 ~ aoccurs in 5.3% of the cases. When induced by an applied field, the relative importance of the two final states in
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decay is dependent on field intensity. When subjecting beta active fission fragments to decay-inducing fields, the most likely aim would be twofold: to reduce the level of radioactivity of fission wastes, and to produce useful energy thereby. 30 Other long-lived fission products which experience forbidden beta decays include 8 5 ~ r(krypton-85) which has a 10.72 year halflife because of the same kind of unique first forbidden decay as 'OS~ and 137~s. Also



included are much longer lived fission products like (technetium-99, 2.13 x 1 3 5 ~ s(2.3 x 106 years) , "TC lo5 years), and 1 2 9 ~(iodine-129, 1 . 5 7 x 107 years) , all of which have "second-forbidden" transitions. 5 These, with a number of other fission products, could make a contribution to total energy release even though they represent less of a disposal problem than and 137~s. They are listed below, with the probability of occurrence as a fission product normal halflife, and the maximum beta 10 (yield)s', decay energy available when stimulated.
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Yield



(%)



Halflife (years) Enerqv (MeV)
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